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ABSTRACT
This paper applies a computational geometric algebra approach based on a 4 x 4 homogeneous
transformation matrix to model optical systems and to evaluate their performance. In the
proposed approach, the directions of the refracted/reflected rays at each boundary in the optical
system are determined using skew ray tracing based upon Snell's law. The differential changesin
the image coordinates caused by optical aberrations are derived for both polychromatic and
monochromatic light by applying a sensitivity analysis approach. FinallY,a merit function is
constructed comprising five individual defect items in order to evaluate the overall performance
of a generic optical system. The proposed analytical approach provides a comprehensive and
robust approach for the modeling and evaluation of optical systems.

MODELAGE ET EVALUATION DE LAPERFORMANCE DESYSTEl\1ES OPTIQUES
AU MOYEN D'UN LANCER DE RAYON D'OBLIQUITE

RESUME
Cet·article applique une approche algebrique, geometrique et informatique basee sur une matrice
de transformation homogene 4 x 4 pour modeler des systemes optiques et evaluer leur
performance. Dans Ie cadre de l' approche proposee, les directions des rayons refractes et
reflechis achaque perimetre du systeme optique sont determinees au moyen d'un lancer de rayon
d'obliquite base sur la loi de Snell. Les changements differentie1s aux coordonneesde l'image
entralnespar des aberrations optiques sont derives pour les lumieres polychromatique et
monochromatique en appliquant une approche d' analyse de sensibilite. Finalement, une fonction
de merite est etablie, laquelle. est constituee de cinq points de defaut individuels pour evaluer Ie
rendement general d'un systeme optique generique. L'approche analytique proposee'fournit une
option exhaustive et robuste pour Ie modelage et l'evaluation de systemes optiques.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Practical optical systems form a perfect image only in the paraxial region. However, in most
fmite aperture optical systems, the field of view extends far beyond the limits of the paraxial region.
Since current mathematical techniques do not provide a convenient means of determining the ray path
or the parameter sensitivity of light, optical devices and systems are generally designed and evaluated
by observing the actual behavior of light as it travels through the optical system in question. In
practice, the light path can be determined by applying a raytfacing technique, in which the optical
laws of reflection or refraction are applied at each boundary encountered by the light ray [1, 2]. To
expedite the design and integration of the various components in an optical system, Lin and Liao [3]
reformulated the fundamental optical laws governing skew ray tracing and sensitivity analysis in
terms of revolution geometry. Various examples of the state-of-the-art optical designs for mechanical
engineering applications are reported in [4,5,6]. All these design procedures are based on the
principles of geometrical optics, which assume· that light travels along a straight path in a
- homogeneous medium [7,8]. In general, the light rays in an optical system can be classified as either
axial rays, meridional rays, or skew rays. Axial rays and meridional rays can be traced using relatively
simple trigonometric formulas, or even graphically if a low precision is acceptable. Meridional rays in
the paraxial region of an optical system can also be crudely traced via the successive application of
matrix production [7]. A skew ray, which is the most general ray path, is much more difficult to trace.
Nevertheless, skew ray tracing is essential when modeling an optical system and evaluating its
performance. Consequently, when designing optical systems, it is conventional to trace rays using
actual light sources and the optical components in question.
Liao and Lin [9] performed a sensitivity analysis to determine the aberrations of
monochromatic and polychromatic light as they passed through an optical element with a flat
boundary surface. Lin and Sung [10] developed a novel general matrix method for paraxial skew ray
tracing in systems with non-coplanar optical axes containing spherical and flat boundary surfaces. In
their approach, a first-order Taylor series expansion was used to approximate the skew ray tracing
equations in a simple repetitive linear matrix form. Image orientation in optical systems is difficult in
traditional ray tracing. Although many modem computer optical programs are capable of tracing rays
in numerical form, such programs have limited capability for modeling systems· in algebraic form.
Tsai and Lin [11] overcame the difficulty of the traditional trial-and-error method by using a merit
function to determine the change in orientation of an image as it was reflected. / refracted by a series
of flat boundary surfaces. As part of the same study, the authors also proposed a prism design with a
minimum number of flat reflective surfaces.
Current commercial software applications generally use some form of skew ray tracing
approach to evaluate the performance of optical systems based on the conventional Seidel aberrations,
the spot size, and so on. However, the skew ray tracing methods used in these applications are
computationally intensive. Accordingly, the current study applies a simple geometric algebra approach
based on a 4 x 4 homogeneous transformation matrix and skew ray tracing to develop a simple merit
function with which to analyze the performance of generic optical systems. Section 2 of this paper
applies a skew ray tracing approach based on Snell's law to trace the paths of reflected / refracted rays
at each optical boundary within an optical system.
In optical systems, perfect images are formed only in the paraxial region. However, in practice,
optical systems have a fmite aperture and the field of view extends far beyond the limits of the
paraxial region. As a result, both the position and the size of the optical image are subject to errors;
conventionally referred to as optical aberrations. Five distinct classes of optical aberration have been
identified for monochromatic light, including field curvature and distortion aberrations, which are
image-shaping errors resulting in a discernible difference betweenthe shape of the object and that of
the image, and spherical, coma and astigmatism aberrations, which are point-imaging aberrations
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arising when the rays entering the image space are not concurrent. In principle, skew ray tracing
provides the means to evaluate the effect of these various aberrations on the overall performance of an
optical system. However, .in practice, the application of skew ray tracing to assess the cumulative
effect of aberrations at each of the individual optical boundaries within the optical system is a highly
complex task requiring a huge computational effort [12]. Optical aberrations are essentially complex
nonlinear functions of the constructional parameters of the optical system. Section 3 accounts for the
effect of aberrations on the performance of an optical system by· developing a systematic set of
equations which relate changes in the positions and directions of the refracted / reflected rays to
changes in the light source position and the direction of the . incident ray, respectively. Furthermore,
the concept of a sensitivity matrix is introduced to account for the effects of aberrations at an optical
boundary. It is shown that the overall sensitivity matrix of the optical system can be formulated as the
product of the sensitivity matrices of each optical boundary in the system.
The application of this sensitivity analysis approach to the modeling of the aberrations of
monochromatic light is discussed in Section. 4. In practice, however, light sources tend to be
polychromatic rather than monochromatic. Importantly, the refractive index of any optical medium
varies with the wavelength of the incident light. As a result, when polychromatic light is refracted,
every individual monochromatic light contained within it has its own unique path and imaging
position. Consequently, a chromatic aberration effect· is introduced.· Welford [13] discussed the
difficulties involved in developing formulae to predict these chromatic aberrations and reported that
the resulting analytical expressions are highly complex and cumbersome. Accordingly, Section 5 of
this paper extends the sensitivity analysis approach presented in Section 3 to quantify the effects of
chromatic aberrations by taking into account the effect of changes in the directions of the reflected
and refracted rays caused by wavelength-dependent variations in the refractive index.
Software-based optical de~ign programs typically use a single number, known as the merit
function, to indicate the overall quality of an optical system. Essentially, the merit function is given by
the sum of the squares of many individual image defects. The precise form of the merit function varies
from one program to another. For example, some· programs trace a large number of rays from a single
object point and use a merit function based on the spot sizes of the resulting images to optimize the
design parameters [14,15], while others use a merit function based on the classical optical aberration
formulae. However, regardless of the particular method adopted, the merit functions used by these
programs represent the summation of a number of suitably weighted defect items and provide· an
overall indication of the performance of the optical system. Basically, the smaller the value of the
merit function, the better the optical performance of the system. To minimize the value of this
multi-dimensional merit function, all of the gradients of the function with respect to the system's
variables (referred to as the constructional· parameters) must be set to zero. However, existing merit
functions do not generally offer mathematical expressions oftheir gradients. Accordingly, Section 6 of
this paper defines an analytical merit function comprising five discrete defect items (each of them, a
merit function in its own right) to enable the rigorous evaluation of the performance of a generic
optical system. The validity of the proposed merit function is demonstrated using an f/2.8 Petzvallens
.
system comprising four lenses.
In the derivations performed in this paper, the position vector Pixi + Piyj + P;zk is written in the

form of the column matrix iPi

= [Pix

Piz If, where the pre-superscript "j" of the leading

Piy

symbol ip; indicates that the vector is referred with respect to coordinate frame (xyz)i. Furthermore,
given a point jPi' its transformation,
k

k

Pi' is represented by the matrix product

k

Pi =k A j jPi' where

A.J is a 4 x 4 matrix_defining the position and orientation (referred to hereafter as the configuration)

offrame (xyz)j with respect to another frame (XYZ)k [16]. The same notation rules are also applied
to the unit directional vector
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frame, (xyz)o' the pre-superscript "0" is omitted for reasons of convenience.

2. SKEW RAY TRACING AT OPTICAL BOUNDARY SURFACES
A fundamental feature of many optical elements is that their boundaries are surfaces of
revolution. Therefore, when performing a geometrical analysis of the optical performance of a system,
it is ftrst necessary to deftne the various boundary surfaces within the system in terms of their
respective revolution geometries. A ray tracing technique can then be used to determine the paths
followed by the skew rays as they undergo successive reflection and refraction operations at the
various optical surfaces they encounter as they travelthrough the system. Figure I illustrates the skew
ray paths at a typical boundary surface in an optical system. The boundary surface irj can be defmed
by rotating its generating curve in the XiZj plane, Le.. iii =[RiC~j 0 RiS~i If, about the optical
Zj axis,

Le.

0j[RjC~jj =[Rq.Cu.

-CUi
SUi 00 0 0
..
o I 0 RiS~j

o

0 I

I

I

I

RC~.Su. RS~.
I

I

I

,.

If '

(1)

I

I

where Rot(zj'u i) is the rotation transformation matrix about the
cosine and sine functions, respectively.

axis, and C and S indicate

Zj

jn.=s.(o\Xojri)/\o\xoiri\,
OPi oU i OPi oUj

. The unit normal i ni to this boundary surface is given by

I

I

where the value of S i is specifted as either + I or -I such that the cosine of the incident angle has a
positive value, Le. C8 i > O. In other words, the unit normal at each boundary surface j rj can be
expressed as .
(2)

Note that i f i and j n i are both expressed with respect to the boundary coordinate frame (xyz)j' The
conftguration of the world frame (xyz)o with respect to the boundary coordinate frame is given by

(3)

Where vectors [1..

1.

1.

·1XIYIZ

O]T, [J.I XJ.I YJ.l z J
Olr and

[K.

IX

K.lY K.

JZ

O]T describe the orientation

of the three unit vectors of frame (xyz)o with respect to frame (XyZ)i' Vector [tile tiy tjz

I]T

is the

position vector of the origin of frame (xyz)o with respect to frame (XYZ)i' The unit normal with
respect to the world frame, i.e. n j , can be obtained as
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(4)

Figure 1 shows the general case where a light ray originating at point PH
and directed along a unit directional vector l

H

=[l Hx

ll-ly

l

Hz

Of

= [Pi-IX

PHy

PHz

If

is reflected / refracted at an

optical medium boundary surface, ;rj • The incident point ~,refracted ray
are given by the following formulae [17]:

.e i' and reflected ray gi

(5)

(6)

(7)

where A.,I is- the magm'tude of vector p.Q.,.
N.1 = ~m
l' edium,l. I/l'
ed' , is the relative refractive index of
1
I
~m IUlD,I
medium i-I with respect to medium i, and 9; is the incident angle. Following reflection / refraction at
the boundary surface, the light ray proceeds along its new path with point Pi as its new point of
origin and .e i (gi) as its new unit directional vector(s).
Figure 2 provides a schematic illustration of a generic optical system comprising various
spherical and flat boundary surfaces. Under the assumption that the light source located at Po
radiates light uniformly over an imaginary hemispherical surface area, the unit directional vector
to =[lox loy l oz
of any ray originating from this light source can be expressed in terms of the

of

coordinates of spherical angles <I> 'and 'P as to = [S<D C<DC'P C<DS'P O]T.
intermediate pointalOIig an arbitrary ray emitted from Po has the form

As a result, any

Without loss of generality, the following analysis traces a light ray originating at
~_I =[Pi- 1X ~_Iy ~-Iz l]T and having a unit directional vector of ti-{ =[li-{X lHy li_Iz
(i = 1,2,3,... .,n -1)

of

which is refracted / reflected at an optical boundary surface j rj • To trace the path of the light ray as it
travels through the optical system, it is ftrst necessary to label the individual boundary surfaces within
the system sequentially from 1to n, where n is the total number of boundary surfaces in the system.
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Any ray can then be traced via the application of a conventional skew ray tracing algorithm at each
boundary surface i = 1,i = 2,i = 3,....n-1. The point of input ray path to the system's sensor plane ro
is given by

(9)

Figure 1: Skew ray tracing at medium
boundary surface j rj

Figure 2: General notation for ray tracing through
optical system with n boundary surfaces

In Eq. (9), Q o is referred to the world frame (xyz)o' Its expression with respect to the sensor

frame (xyz)n is given by nQn

= AnoQn '

in which

1 0 0 t nx ]
1 0 tny
0 1 t nz

o
AnO -- 0
[

o

0 0

(10)

1

is the configuration of the world frame ,(xyz)o with respect to the sensor frame (xyz)n' The parameter
A= An can then be obtained as

A. = - (Pn- Iz + t nz )

The sensor readings

(11)

.e n-Iz

o

0

[ Pox npoJ ofthe system are given by

(12)

Equation (12) provides the basis for determining the sensor readings [n Pnx
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approach.

3. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Sensitivity· analysis provides the means to establish the respective contribution of each
individual optical boundary surface along the ray path to the overall resolution of the optical system.
Essentially, sensitivity analysis relates changes in the unit directional vectors and incident points of
the refracted / reflected rays, Le. M i and ~Pi' to changes in the unit directional vector of the
incident ray and the position of the light source, M. i-I and 6.Pi~I'
The changes in the incident point can be obtained by differentiating Eqs. (5), (6) and (7) [16],
Le.

M{L\Pi-I]
.
Ill .
Pli

(13)

.-J

Meanwhile, changes in the unit directional vector ofthe refracted ray are given by

Finally, changes in the unit directional vector of the reflected ray can be derived from

(15)

Combining Eqs. (13) and (14),

[L\P

i

MJT can be expressed in terms of [6.Pi_1

(16)

where M i denotes the sensitivity matrix of boundary surface rj [16].
The change in the light source and its unit directional vector can be obtained by differentiating
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£ 0 = [S<I> C<I> C'P C<I>S'P

or to give

1 0 0

0 1 0
0 0 1
[l\Po] =
0 0 0
!!>..to
0 0 0
0 0 0

0
0
l\Pox
.:\Pax
0
0
l\POy
l\POy
0
0
l\POz =M o l\Poz
C<IJ
0
l\'P
l\'P
- C<IJ S'P -S<lJC'P
l\<IJ
l\<IJ
C<lJC'P -S<IJ S'P

(17)

Furthermore, the change in the sensor readings can be obtained by differentiating Eq. (12), i.e.

[~:~:H:

0

1

--f n_Ix

f o-lz
-f o_ly
f n- Iz

M
Plo

-Pn-;z - tnz

0

£ o-Iz

0

- P o- Iz - t nz
£n-Iz

{ ~PO-I] = M [l\Po_I ] .
l\£ 0-1
0 l\£ n-I

t

(18)

In Eq. (18), the sensitivity matrix Mo varies_with t nz , which indicates that the focal plane is
not the orthogonal plane, and hence an astigmatism aberration is -produced. Via successive
applications of Eqs. (16)~(18), it can be shown that the change in the sensor readings can be
expressed as
-

(19)

Equation (19) indicates that the overall sensitivity matrix of the optical system is given by the
product of the sensitivity matrices of each individual boundary surface, i.e. M j (i == 0, 1,2,....n). A
typical optical system comprises various elements and sensors, each of which has its own optical
properties and resolution characteristics. However, provided that the sensor resolutions are known,
Eq.(19) provides a convenient analytical tool with which to inyestigate the effects of a range of optical
aberrations.

4. ABERRATION OF MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT
As discussed in the Introduction, optical aberrations are complex nonlinear functions of the
constructional parameters of the optical system. Consequently, calculating the effects of these
aberrations on the performance of the optical system using conventional mathematical techniques is a
difficult, time-consuming task. However, by applying a sensitivity analysis approach, various
aberration functions can be established to simplify the optical design task. To apply this approach, it is
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fIrst necessary to partition Eq.(19) as follows:

The fIrst three terms on the right-hand side of Eq.(20) describe the changes in the image
coordinates, [~o p ox ~ 0p Oy]T, caused by changes in the object coordinates, [~pOx ~POy Mozt.
The matrices Mil and M 22 in these terms describe the lateral magnifIcations of the system in the
longitudinal and transverse directions, respectively, and are specifIed during the design stage, i.e.
MU.ideal andM22,ideal' respectively. Meanwhile, matrices M I2 , M I3 , M 2I and M 23 denote the
various cross-sensitivities in the optical system. In general, distortion aberrations are produced within
the optical system if either the lateral magnifIcation matrices deviate from their specifIed values, or
the cross-sensitivity matrices have non-zero values, The last two terms on the right-hand side of
Eq.(20) describe the changes in the image coordinates [~oPox ~npnyr caused by changes in the
spherical angle coordinates of the object point, Le. ~'P and a<I>. Non-zero values of the matrices
M I4 , MIS' M 24 and M
in these two terms indicate that the rays are not concurrent in the image
25
space, and hence spherical and coma aberrations will be induced.
In general, the numerical values of matrices Mjk

G=1- 2, k =1- 5) depend on the

construction parameters of the particular optical system. However, as a general principle, the smaller
their magnitudes the better the quality of the image. Accordingly, these matrices can be used to
construct an objective merit function with which to drive the optimization program used to search for
the most suitable construction parameters.

5. CHROMATIC ABERRATION OF POLYCHROMATIC LIGHT
The refractive index of any. medium other than a vacuum varies with the wavelength of the
incident light. Consequently, when polychromatic light is refracted at the medium boundary, each
constituent monochromatic light ray is separated and follows its own particular path to a unique image
position. Therefore, chromatic aberrations are formed within the optical system.
The changes in the unit directional vector, M. i ' caused by changes in the refractive index, ~N i '
when a polychromatic light ray is refracted at the ith boundary, can be obtained by differentiating
Eq.(6) to obtain

M= M:

M. ]

j

[

(21)
=

/:;.£ iz

Clearly, if the ith boundary is a reflective boundary, then

~Ni

= O. According to Eq. (21), the changes

in the sensor readings,[~npnx /!;.nPnJ, can be obtained by successively applying the sensitivity
equations, Le.
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[Anpnx

AnPnyf = MJAPn_1x

APn_1y

APn_1z

Y

= M pPn [APn_1x

A£n_lx

A£n_IY

A£n_lzY
T

APn_1y APn_1z + M Pin [A£ n-Ix !:if n-Iy !:if n_lzl
= M PPn [Mppn-IAPn_z + MPln_1A£ n-zl + MPinMNn_IANn-I
=MPPn [M PPn-1 [M ppn-z APn-3 + M Pin-Z A£ n-3 ]+ M Pin-I MNn_Z AN n-Z ] + M Pin M Nn-IAN n-I
= MPPnMPPn_1 [Mppn_zAPn_3 + Mpin_z!:if n-3] + MPPnMPin_IMNn_zANn_z + MPinMNn_IANn_1

=

.

= MppnMPPn_IMPPn_z ... ·MpP3Mpi2MNlANI + MPPnMPPn_IMPPn_2 ... ·Mpp4Mpi3MNZAN2
+

+MPPnMPPn_IMPPn_2MNn_3ANn_3 + MppnMPPn_IMNn_2ANn_2 + MPinMNn_1ANn_1

=[~:]

(22)

Eq. (22) provides exact formulae with which to calculate the chromatic aberration associated
with the passage of polychromatic light through an optical system. The value of each instance of L\N i
(i = 1- n -1) varies as a function only of the wavelength of the incident light. It is noted that the
leading matrices in Eq. (22) indicate the weight by which each instance of L\N i contributes to the
overall constitutive equation and are the sensitivity matrix ofthe corresponding L\N j •

6. OPTICAL MERIT FUNCTION
Modem software-based approaches for optical systems analysis and design generally use a
single number, referred to as the merit function, r, to indicate the optical quality of the system. As
discussed in the Introduction, r usually has the form of the sum of the squares of many individual
image defects. Although these image defects may be of many different types, they are typically related
to the image quality. One common merit function traces a large number of rays from the same object
point and then calculates the root-mean-square (rms) error of the resulting focused spot sizes.
Adopting an alternative approach, Eq. (20) provides four potential defect items, namely M 14 , MIs;
M 24 and M 2S ' with which to evaluate the point imaging aberrations caused by a lack of concurrency
ofthe rays in the image space, i.e.
3

r I = L (M:4 + M:s + M;4 + M;s) .

(23)

i=l

As indicated in Eq. (23), the values of the image defects are evaluated at three different
locations in the field of view.
The distortion aberration caused by a non-uniform magnification at the image plane also
provides a meaningful index with which to assess the imaging quality of an optical system. Generally
speaking, this distortion increases with an increasing image size, and can be quantified using the
following image defects:
3

r z = ~)(M11 -

MII,ideal)Z + (Mzz

-

M 22,ideal)Z],

(24)

i=1
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3

r 3 = L(M:2 +M:3 +M~I +M~),

(25)

i=l

where

Mll,ideal

and

M 22,;deal

are the desired magnification values in the x- and y- coordinate

directions, respectively. In essence, r 2 expresses the distortion directly in terms of the deviation of
the actual magnifications in these two directions from the required values. In general, it is desirable
that no cross-sensitivity exists between the x- and the y- coordinate directions. In other. words, any
increase in the image height in the x-coordinate direction (or image depth in the z-coordinate direction)
should ideally have no effect on the image height in the y-coordinate direction. Hence, the merit
function r 3 . was the mutual magnification interference to avoid serious image distortion.
As discussed in Section 5, the refractive index ofan optical medium varies with the wavelength
of the light incident upon it. As a result, chromatic aberrations are produced when a polychromatic
light passes. through an optical system. Accordingly, a further merit function can be introduced based
on the variance of the image position caused by differences in the refractive index of the optical
medium, i.e.
3

r 4 = L{11; +11;)'

-

(26)

i=l

In general, the quality of the focused image is highly sensitive to variations in the
object-to-image distance. In practice, any deviation from the specified focus length, to' is liable to
result in a significant degradation in the image quality. Therefore, a further merit function can be
defmed based on. the deviation of the actualobject-to-image distance from the desired value,i.e.
(27)

An overall merit function can then be constructed simply by aggregating the five individual
merit functions given in Eqs. (23) ~ (27), i.e.
(28)
where U; (u;;;:: 0;1)\ +U 2 +1)3 +1)4 +1)5 = 1,i = 1 ~ 5) is a weighting factor which allows the relative
contribution of each merit function to be adjusted in accordance with the basic structure of the optical
system.
The numerical values of the merit functions presented above depend on the constructional
parameters of the particular optical system. However, as discussed previously, the smaller the value of
the merit function, the better the optical performance. The fi'2.8 Petzvallens system shown in Fig. 3 is
considered for illustration purposes. The prescription data for this lens are summarized.in Table I
(Laikin, 1995 [8]). In the Petzval lens, the incident light is parallel to the optical axes of the four
lenses arid is focused at the origin point of the image coordinate system. Figure 4 illustrates the
variation of the focusing quality of the Petzvallens, i.e. r 2, with the position of the image plane, Le.
no (see Fig. 3). The results show that the optimal focusing performance is obtained when the image
plane is located at a distance of 49.6316 mm from lens A. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the variations in
the merit function r 2 with the positions of lens A and lens B, respectively, with Tl 0 maintained at a
constant value of 49.6316 mm. The results clearly reveal that the optimal focusing quality is obtained
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when the optical components in the Petzvallens are deployed in accordance with the original design
specification.

Figure4: Variation of focusing quality ofPetzval
lens as function of image plane position

Figure 3: Petzval Lens

1M

r,

300

("10 W') 200

lS

Figure 6: Variation of focusing quality of
Petzvallens as function of lens B position

Figure 5: Variation of focusing quality of
Petzvallens as function oflens A position

Table 1: The prescnptIon data 0 fP etzvaIIens
radius
thickness (Ti ) refraction index

~

(mm)

(mm)

~i

1

38.2219

15.8496

1.61521

2

56.0857

0

1

3

56.0857

5.969

1.72311

4

590.682

3.0226

1

5

0

7.62

1

6

0

6.4008

1

7

41.7957

2.5146

1.52583

8

29.3446

7.9248

1

9

63.5635

6.096

1.61521

10

56.8655

49.6316

1

boundary 1
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7. CONCLUSION
This paper has developed an analytical method based upon the use of a 4 x 4 homogeneous
transformation matrix and skew ray tracing to model and evaluate the performance of optical systems.
In the proposed approach, the directions ofthe reflected/refracted rays at each boundary surface in the
optical system are determined in accordance with Snell's law. The effects of aberrations on the optical
performance of the system are taken into account for both monochromatic and polychromatic light via
the application of suitable sensitivity matrices at each optical boundary. Finally, a simple analytical
merit fimction based on five defect items, each of which is a merit fimction in its own right, has been
proposed and verified using anf/2.8 Petzval four-lens system forillustration purposes. The systematic
analytical approach presented in this study provides a comprehensive and robust means of modeling
optical Systems and evaluating their performance,
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NOMENCLATURE
(xyz) 0

World coordinate frame.
Coordinate frame imbedded in ith boundary surface.
The ith boundary surface with unit normal n i .
Incident point on ith boundary surface.
Arbitrary intermediate point on light ray following refraction at ith boundary surface.
Unit directional vector of light ray following refraction at ith boundary surface.
Si

=1

or

Si

= -1

such that cosine of incident angle C9j > 0

Configuration of• frame (xyz) J. with respect to' frame (XYZ)k .
Incident angle, refraction angle.
N i = ~medium,j-l/~mediumJ ,where ~mediumJ is relative refractive index of medium i with respect
to vacuum.
~Pj

Differential change in incident point Pi'

M. i

Differyntial change in unit directional vector

<1>, '¥

Spherical angles of arbitrary ray emitted from light source at Po

M Ni

Sensitivity matrix defmed as [~Pj
boundary surface.

Mi

Sensitivity matrix defined as [~Pi
ith boundary surface.

ri

The ith merit function

'OJ

Weighting factor of
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.e i

of refracted ray.

MjlT =MNi~Ni when light ray encounters ith
Mi

r = Mj[~Pi-l

M i-l]T when light ray encounters

rj
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